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Long Term Goals / Strategies 
Expand markets for wood products and systems through global recognition of wood as a high-performance 
building material in terms of durability. 

Key Objectives 
Develop two-way technology transfer instruments that achieve a connection with specifiers, designers, 
builders, homeowners and maintenance supervisors. 
Explore opportunities for collaborative field studies of durability performance where information gaps exist. 

Key Actions and Deliverables 

Deliverable Expected Delivery 

Wood durability web site - conversion from Forintek prototype to full, public site jointly 
developed with the Canadian Wood Council June 2000^ 

Wood durability web site - improvements and updates Ongoing 

Research spin-off project: Test hut feasibility study December 2000>^ 

Research spin-off project: Moisture meter guideline March 2001^ 

Tech transfer spin-off project: Fact Sheets (jointly with C W C and C M H C ) December 2000^^ 

Research spin-off project: Test hut phase 2 March 200 K 

Report addressing current state of durability knowledge and summary of international 
research activity Annually 

Support and/or assist building science activities at U B C , BCIT and others. Ongoing 

Status 
This project is still currently focusing on further development of the durability web site, support of new efforts in 
building science at U B C and B C I T , and exploring opportunities for participation in field studies. The joint 
CWC/For in tek web site now has an established presence as a credible source of information. Site content is 
regularly updated and new material occasionally added. Other information transfer activities include guest lectures 
for U B C and for the Architectural Institute of B C on wood durability. W e are maintaining several strong 
relationships within various sectors of the building industry to assist us in understanding and meeting needs of the 
end-users. Another area of focus for Decision Aids has been the pursuit of collaborative field studies, where data 
gaps exist in wood-frame building design or performance with respect to durability. Two successful past examples 
were the Test Hut and Moisture Meter projects, which were both launched as contract projects after pursuit within 
this project. More recently, we have been turning our attention towards increasing the academic and research 
capabilities of appropriate institutions for this type of work, namely, U B C and B C I T . In addition, we've recently 
formed a relationship with a professor at the University of Saskatchewan who is performing research in the ability 
of wood products to moderate indoor relative humidity and thereby improve air quality. B C I T has plans to expand 
its building technology program (which is already successfully supplying B C with technologists trained in building 
envelope design) to have a deeper and broader capability in both academics and research. The development of the 



Test Hut concept is proceeding at B C I T within a larger frame of academic expansion. We continue to serve on 
their Test Hut Steering Committee and expect to continue a relationship with them for the long term. The hut 
would be a highly useful research facility for the wood products industry. 

Partners 

Canadian Wood Counci l ; B C B E C Bui ld ing Research Committee; U B C ; B C I T ; A I B C . 

Rationale and Potential Impact 
A mechanism is needed for the wood industry to influence decisions made in the design, construction and 
occupancy phases of buildings. This is because the long-term performance of wood in construction is becoming 
increasingly dependent on the behaviour of the building industry and building occupants, due to a wide variety of 
factors. For example, changes in construction practice have yielded building envelope assemblies that are 
seemingly far less forgiving of errors in design and construction; this puts greater weight on the skil l level of the 
practitioner. In addition, regulations on the use of wood preservatives and finishes are placing limitations on our 
ability to protect wood from biodeterioration. Whi le these and many other factors are increasing the risk that wood 
w i l l suffer a premature durability failure, wood products are nonetheless expected to last longer than ever due to 
global concerns about forest sustainability. 

The growing perception of wood as a non-durable material, whether due to fungal or termite attack, is a potentially 
serious threat to the wood market. Both the steel and concrete industries actively highlight the non-biodegradable 
advantages of their products over wood. The potential market impact is large. For example, i f the steel industry 
were to realise its target of capturing 25% of the U . S . residential framing market, and assuming any reduction in 
U . S . wood demand would affect imports more than the domestic market, this could mean a loss 4.8 billion F B M of 
Canadian lumber exports and 0.3 bi l l ion F B M of domestic consumption. A similar substitution of non-wood 
products for sheathing could impact 2.7 bill ion square feet, 3/8" basis, of O S B across North America. One key to 
stopping future market erosion is by shifting the responsibility for durable performance away from the material and 
on to the designer, builder and homeowner. M u c h like structural performance is considered to be the result of an 
engineer's decisions and not a function of basic material properties, durability performance should also be 
identified with the decisions of the user. However, we cannot achieve this shift until the decision-maker has been 
equipped with adequate knowledge and tools for how best to use wood. Some knowledge already exists and 
merely needs to be more effectively communicated, a function Decision Aids can serve by providing a better link 
between the suppliers and the users of wood products. Valuable information can flow in both directions through 
this channel. In addition. Decision Aids wi l l discover areas of information gaps. 

Impact of this project includes: 
A n improved perception of wood durability, which wi l l inhibit product substitution or restrictive legislation. 

• A better pathway to the building industry, which wi l l assist the wood industry in pursuit of new markets. 
• Savings in resource use and replacement costs over the life of a structure, for the building owner. 
• Better assurance of long-term performance for designers and builders, reducing their risks. 

Potential point-of-sale aids for lumber retailers. 
• A cohesive knowledge base useful for consumer education by the treated wood industry. 
• Identification of knowledge gaps to help guide future research priorities. 



Proposed Approach 
The Decision Aids project is part of Forintek's Durability Program and is thus guided by the research strategy for 
that program. The current research strategy was established with the assistance of a joint C W C/Forintek Guidance 
Group on durability, and it is structured around eight broad areas of work. Decision Aids wi l l contribute to three 
of those areas: 1) the identification and plugging of knowledge gaps in design and construction; 2) the development 
of field assessment, maintenance and repair recommendations; and 3) the identification of influences on design and 
construction decisions around durability. Where Decision Aids takes on technology transfer tasks, it wi l l generally 
do so in concert with C W C . 

It is recognized that Forintek's ability to influence design and construction decisions is limited by our remoteness 
from the decision makers, among other factors. W e are further hampered by general and well-known hurdles in 
the building industry such as resistance to change, poor infrastructure for technology transfer, little value placed on 
well-performing buildings, marketplace forces that outweigh performance objectives, declining skil l levels in the 
building industry, and an extreme level of fragmentation in every aspect of this multi-disciplinary industry. To 
overcome these challenges, Decision Aids w i l l typically use a strategy of partnership to influence durability design, 
construction and maintenance decisions. B y aligning ourselves with partners more directly linked with the 
building industry, and with other researchers, we can best leverage our limited resources for the most impact. 

The specific approach for Decision Aids is structured along two complimentary paths: 
1. Improve or create technology transfer vehicles on durability. 

• Where information already exists but is not having the intended effect, provide the technical support ' 
necessary to improve the delivery and usefulness of this information. 

2. Generate new knowledge or tools for better moisture control in the building envelope. 
• Where critical information does not exist, assist in the creation of this information. 

Work Completed this Fiscal Year 
W e funded an exploratory project by Carey Simonson at the University of Saskatchewan, Dept. of Mechanical 
Engineering, to continue some past work regarding the hygrothermal response of wood and its ability to 
beneficially affect indoor air quality. This work is interesting as it addresses the very popular topic of l A Q (an 
offshoot of both moisture and environmental interests) and may lead to an improved wood-frame approach with 
simultaneous benefits for durability and LAQ. In previous work in Finland, Prof. Simonson found that wood 
exposed to indoor air (wood as a finished wall surface material, in this case) served as a significant moisture buffer. 
This exploratory project investigated whether or not wood might also show similar potential benefit in Canadian 
climates, and the results were positive. W e ' l l continue a relationship with Carey in the coming year and assist him 
in integrating this work within a larger international context under the l E A umbrella. Carey wi l l present the results 
of this work, with J. O'Connor as a co-author, at the ninth international conference on building envelopes 
(Buildings IX) in Florida, December 2004. This tri-annual conference is the dominant technical building science 
event in North America. 

Usage of the durability web site is steady. Dai ly visits to the site this year average around 200, with around 550 
pages viewed per day on average. The various PDFs (fact sheets, papers, and C W C bulletins) continue to be 
popular, with downloads each month well into the hundreds. A major update to the web site this year was the 
addition of six new pages addressing non-pressure wood treatments, work that was mostly funded under contract 
with Genics Inc. The French translation of these new pages is currently under way. Various other small edits, 
including updates to the Links pages and to the information on the C C A transition, were started but won't be on
line until early in the next fiscal year. Two new Forintek documents were posted: our fact sheet on protecting log 
homes, and our technote with summary results of tests on bluestained lumber. In addition, a few small errors and 
broken links were fixed, and an update on field test data for shakes was addressed. The web site was favourably 
reviewed in a July 19 Homes section article in the Ottawa Citizen. This appeared to drive some traffic to the site, 
as July was a peak usage month. 



The U B C adjunct professorship in building science, funded by Polygon Homes, Forintek and U B C , is wrapping up 
its third and final year this spring. This course teaches building science basics along with best practice envelope 
design to over 60 architecture and engineering students each year. U B C , and the professor, Greg Johnson, are 
interested in extending the post, however, funding is in question, as Polygon has declined to continue. U B C is 
seeking alternate sources. 

W e continued to participate in the regular discussion group meetings of the Bui ld ing Envelope Research 
Consortium ( B E R C ) , which merged this year with the B C Bui ld ing Envelope Counci l and now functions as a task 
group in B C B E C - the new name is the Bui lding Research Committee ( B R C ) . The final B E R C meeting was held 
in June, where C M H C and H P O gave updates on their current research projects, and Tony Byrne gave a 
presentation on mold. The first B R C meeting was held in October, chaired by Bob Mal ing and John Bel l of the B C 
Homeowner Protection Office (HPO). Bob Sloat of the Cement Assoc. of Canada was chosen as the chair for 
subsequent meetings. C M H C , H P O and B C I T gave updates. B R C w i l l continue to function like B E R C , as a "think 
tank" on building envelope issues. Our participation with this group is an important link for us. 

J. O 'Connor provided some guest lectures for the U B C professor in building science, and repeated a lecture on the 
fundamentals of wood decay, as part of the Architectural Institute of B C ' s continuing education program in 
building science. 

J. O'Connor attended the annual E E B A conference "Bui lding Solutions" in Chicago. This is a non-academic 
building science conference mostly aimed at high-quality home builders and probably drawing a predominantly 
local audience. The focus tends to be energy efficiency, although moisture issues, among others, are also 
prominent. A P A and U S F P L gave presentations, although they were not well-attended. The wood industry 
presence here is due to the merging a few years ago of a U S F P L / P A T H durability conference into the more 
established E E B A annual conference. 

Current State of Durability Knowledge and Research 
The building science research community in North America has, over the past decade, turned its attention 
increasingly in the direction of moisture performance. This brings some welcome balance in building performance 
research, which was dominated for years by an energy/thermal focus in the wake of the mid-1970s energy crisis. 
Scientists are slowly filling in the missing pieces of knowledge in both basic and applied science in moisture 
control of buildings. This is good news for the wood industry, as moisture control is the key to wood durability. 
The level of scientific activity in this area is currently fairly strong in North America and in Northern Europe. 

A key conference this year was the 2"'' International Conference on Building Physics in Belgium, in September. 
W e did not attend, however our associates at Concordia presented a paper there ("Development of an experimental 
methodology for the simulation of wetting due to rain infiltration for building envelope testing," Teasdale-St.-
Hilaire, Derome and Fazio). There were 118 international papers published in the conference proceedings, all 
dealing with highly technical aspects of hygrothermal building performance. The dozen or so key international 
researchers in building science were more or less represented. Whi le no clear breakthroughs appear to have been 
reported here, progress towards a greater body of knowledge seems steady. O f interest is a keynote paper by B i l l 
Rose, describing building science in the U . S . as still immature and hampered by numerous difficulties - he asks, 
"what are we doing in building science, and is it really science?" His paper offers an interesting historical and 
contemporary perspective on why building science has been so slow to proceed, and why it is so disconnected from 
building practice. He correctly reminds the reader that the findings from building science research, what littie there 
are, don't easily find their way into construction practice. 

In North America, there were no academic conferences on building science this year, but there were numerous 
events aimed primarily at educating building industry practitioners. The biggest topic at the moment is mold, 
which carries legal and insurance ramifications for builders. The understandable fear associated with those cost 
risks, along with misunderstandings about the science of mold and how to recognize it, are issues of significant 



relevance for the wood industry. Work is also progressing towards determining what constitutes best practice, and 
conveying that information to designers and builders. The U S F P L , together with A P A , are monitoring a test house 
in Madison; the A P A discusses this in the context of best practice, along with design tips, on their "Bu i ld a Better 
Home" web site (http://www.apawood.org/bbh index.cfm). The A P A is also taking the lead in the Residential 
Moisture Management Network, which is intended to synthesize all that's known or currently happening in 
durability among its membership, which consists of associations (http://www.rmmn.org/). However, these wood 
industry activities seem to be overshadowed by the efforts of others. For example, the prolific Joe Lstiburek 
(http://www.buildingscience.com/default.htm) is the most prominent of several practitioner experts who are 
speaking about or publishing best practice guidelines. Nonetheless, there is still no clear consensus on what 
constitutes best practice for moisture control. 
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